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Abstract

Introduction !"#$%!&'(%$)*+,*-$.*/0(1!%0'23!$%!4'%0$5$*2!63!0#*!/**2!07!2*0*-.$/*!0#*!*88*90%!78!(/!$/0*--

vention strategy aimed at improving the static and dynamic balance in pre-frail elderly women. We hy-

pothesized that dual-task training on a treadmill, compared to simple training on a treadmill,may promote 

statistical difference in postural control of this group. Objectives: This study aimed to verify the measures 

of postural control in a group of pre-frail elderly after a physical therapy intervention program based on 

dual-task treadmill training. Materials and methods: We selected six female pre-frail elderly subjects 

living in the community. The research was conducted twice a week for 45 minutes, for four weeks. The 

simple task training consisted only in the use of a treadmill and the dual-task training consisted on the 

use of a treadmill associated with visual stimuli. Only the intervention group was submitted to the dual-

task training. Results: Groups showed improvements in the variables of balance in different tasks, espe-

cially on static balance. Both groups showed the most notable changes in the variables related to gait. The 

BBS scores and the baropodometric variables showed that the experimental group could keep all values 
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similar or better even one month after completion of training, unlike the control group. Conclusion: The 

dual-task performance had no additional value in relation to the improvement of balance in general, but 

we observed that the effectiveness of visual stimulation seems to occur in the maintenance of short-term 

balance variables.
 [P]
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Resumo
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external perturbation is affected by the simultaneous 

achievement of a secondary task (6, 7). 

This is probably due to an interference on the cor-

tical attention resources even in the apparent au-

tomatic processes such as walking, contributing to 

falls in elderly people that already have poor balance. 

:;)<=>!"#$%!2*5$9$0!(%%79$(0*2!?$0#!(@$/@!#(%!6**/!(0-

tributed to shrinkage of the prefrontal area of the 

brain, since this area is strongly related to implemen-

tation tasks such as managing multiple tasks (10). 

In research on this subject, it was found that exer-

cises in general reduce the risk of falls because they 

increase muscle strength and improve balance and 

gait (11). However, these interventions with little 

%,*9$5$9$03!.(3!#(A*!1$.$0*2!%'99*%%!07!$.,-7A*!9*--

tain aspects of the position during static and dynamic 

performance of functional tasks (12). 

The potential importance of rehabilitation in re-

storing the physical capacity of the elderly, especially 

in relation to sarcopenia, is due to the consensus of 

Introduction

The current interest in the process of fragility 

is due to the fact that this is highly prevalent with 

increasing age and it confers high risk for adverse 

health problems, and has already been established 

that this process is an important risk factor for the 

occurrence of falls (1, 2). Its incidence is also an im-

portant public health problem because of their social 

and economic repercussions (3).

With increasing age, individuals seem to rely more 

on exteroceptive information and prioritize the use 

78!A$%$7/!07!97/0-71!0#*!6(1(/9*!:B=C!%7!(!2*5$9$0!?7'12!

directly affect the movement, since the stability and 

6723!,7%$0$7/!(-*!97/%0(/013!(24'%0*2!63!7,0$9(1!517?!

and positioning cues (5). 

Studies of healthy older adults showed a marked 

reduction in ability to perform a posture and a cogni-

tive task simultaneously compared with young adults, 

and also that the ability to recover stability after an 
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study, it was also necessary not to present neurologi-

cal disorders and not to use drugs that could bring 

harm to the balance; to be able to walk independently, 

not to present cognitive impairment or dementia 

with a cutoff of at least 18 on the Mini-Mental State 

Examination; to have good visual acuity with or with-

out corrective lenses; to have normal blood pressure 

for age (21); and voluntarily agree to participate in 

the study.

Data collection instruments

The Berg Balance Scale (BBS) is used to assess 

balance, containing 14 common tasks of daily life 

activities related to the strength, dynamic balance 

(/2!51*+$6$1$03C!?$0#!%97-*%!-(/@$/@!8-7.!D*-7!07!87'-!

each task, with a total score of 56. The subject who 

achieves less than 45 points in the scale has high risk 

of falling. This scale is used to assess elderly and frail 

,(0$*/0%!?$0#!9#(/@*%!(/2!2*5$9$0%!$/!6(1(/9*!-*@(-2-

less of age (22). 

The Balance Master (Neurocom International Inc.) 

is a system which uses the force platforms to detect 

the location of the center of gravity (COG) within a 

,-*)2*5$/*2!0#*7-*0$9(1!1$.$0!78!%0(6$1$03!:EFG=>!"#*!

system provides quantitative measures of the per-

formance of static and dynamic balance and visual 

feedback of the tour and position of the COG (23). 

Evaluation

Before and after the period of the intervention it 

was performed an evaluation of the balance by com-

puterized posturography Balance Master in static and 

dynamic positions, and was also applied the Berg 

Balance Scale. The effects of retention of training with 

regard to the balance were observed one month af-

ter completion of the intervention, using the same 

assessment tools. In posturography, three types of 

tests were performed: 

1) Static Testing: With the volunteers in stand-

ing position with knees extended, we record-

ed the percentage of body weight on each leg 

and the position of center of mass (COM) of 

its forms. This test was performed with eyes 

7,*/!(/2!917%*2C!7/!(!5$-.!%'-8(9*!(/2!(/!'/-

stable surface.

the existence of its reversible nature and its direct 

relation with musculoskeletal performance (13, 14). 

Muscle biopsies taken before and after submaximal 

training programs in the elderly have shown in-

creased oxidative capacity of muscles. (15) 

The most current idea regarding the balance reha-

bilitation in the elderly is that the training protocols 

.'%0!.**0!%7.*!%,*9$5$9!%'6%3%0*.%!0#(0!97/0-$6'0*!

to postural control and which are known to be most 

severely affected by aging (16).

It has been reported that perhaps the use of a 

treadmill walking, the presence of obstacles in the 

?(3!(/2!A$%'(1!%0$.'1(0$7/!.$@#0!$/51'*/9*!0#*!2*5$-

cit in dual-task related to age, especially the visual 

stimulation, because in the elderly body, the stability 

was especially connected to the notion of visual and 

spatial, but not to other cognitive demands (17). 

Several studies have demonstrated the positive 

effects of training programs to walk on the muscu-

lar strength, endurance and balance in older adults 

(18), but none of them associated with the use of 

electric treadmill as a form of rehabilitation. This is 

%'-,-$%$/@C!%$/9*!0#*-*!$%!(1-*(23!%9$*/0$5$9!*A$2*/9*!

that a critical level of gait speed is an important com-

ponent to maintain functional independence in el-

derly and that the use of a treadmill can improve the 

phenomena of learning and memory – therefore, the 

spatial and temporal parameters and walking qual-

$03>!H*9('%*!78!0#*!%,*9$5$9!(/2!-*,*0$0$A*!%0$.'1$C!0#*!

amount of steps spent in a given time is higher in the 

treadmill than in conventional therapy with walking 

on the ground (19). 

Since many daily activities involve the association 

of cognitive and motor components, a motor task 

performed under dual-task condition could provide 

a better index of functional capacity compared to a 

motor task performed alone, under normal neuro-

logical conditions (20). 

Materials and methods

Participants

The convenience sample consisted of six elderly 

?7.*/!,-*)91(%%$5$*2!(%!,-*)8-($1!:I=C!1$A$/@!$/!0#*!

community of Rocas in Natal-RN/Brazil. They were 

divided into two groups: experimental group (n = 3) 

and control group (n = 3). The mean age of the sam-

ple was 73.17 ± 4.26 years old. To participate in the 
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Figure 1 - Visual attention training protocol used in conjunc-

tion with walking on a treadmill (dual task)

Source: Research data.
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directions on the screen.
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appearing in various 

colors

5th and 6th session

2 circles of various colors 

arranged in various 

directions on thescreen.

7th and 8th session

All subjects were initially submitted to an electric 

treadmill training without inclination to familiarize 

themselves with the experimental protocol, as they 

were instructed as to the posture of the trunk, step 

length and positioning of the upper limbs. A suspen-

sion system was used with a percentage of 0% body 

weight relief only for the safety of subjects. 

The speed used in the walking was calculated dur-

ing the process of familiarization on the treadmill, so 

that all were instructed to walk as fast as possible 

without getting compensation to a speed that will be 

that 75% of maximal heart rate (MHR) predicted for 

the age or the maximum comfort for the individual 

(13). The MHR is determined by the formula 220-age, 

?#$9#!$%!?$2*13!'%*2!$/!9'--*/0!%9$*/0$5$9!1$0*-(0'-*>!

Before each session of walking, it was performed 

5$A*!.$/'0*%!78!(90$A*!%0-*09#$/@!(/2!$/91'2*2!0#*!

slow and gradual stretching of anterior and posterior 

muscles of the lower limbs.

The treadmill speed was increased gradually dur-

$/@!0#*!$/$0$(1!5$A*!.$/'0*%C!8-7.!D*-7!07!0#*!1*A*1!2*-

termined during the initial familiarization. The visual 

cognitive task performed only for the experimental 

group was the use of simple images added by means 

of data projectors to 3 feet away and immediately in 

front of the voluntary, for 10 minutes with 5 seconds 

interval between each image. The images had the 

87-.!78!9$-91*%!78!JK!9.!2$(.*0*-!(A($1(61*!$/!5$A*!

colors: red, blue, green, black and yellow, as showed 

$/!L$@'-*!I>!"#*!%*&'*/9*!78!$.(@*%!%0(-0*2!$/!0#*!5$80#!

minute after the start of the walk in electric tread-

mill and the subject should verbalize the color of the 

circles that were appearing on the screen. 

2) Testing the limits of stability: With the volun-

teers in the same earlier position, we evalu-

ated the limits of stability (LOS) to quantify 

the movement characteristics of the center 

of mass (COM), associated with the ability of 

each volunteer to oscillate the body in eight 

different directions in space according to the 

display of the computer screen that shows a 

representative signal of the COM of the vol-

unteer with a central target and other eight 

peripheral targets, arranged in a circle, at 

angles of 45 degrees and illuminated random 

and individually. The peripheral targets were 

,7%$0$7/*2!(0!0#*!1*A*1!78!2$85$9'103!78!IKKM!78!

the LOS, calculated by the equipment based on 

the height of the participant. The parameters 

used were the speed of movement (VM), maxi-

mum excursion (ME), directional control (DC) 

and reaction time (RT). 

3) "*%0!N(1O!P9-7%%!:NP= !"#$%!0*%0!&'(/0$5$*2!0#*!

performance of the volunteers as they walked 

on foot on the platform. The WA checks the 

progress by measuring the length and width 

of steps, symmetry between the lower limbs 

steps and gait speed. 

For all tests, three measurements were obtained 

and the average computed was used for analysis. 

For the evaluation with the Berg Balance Scale, the 

total score was composed of the sum of the scores 

of each item.

Intervention

The intervention was conducted for four weeks 

and each session lasted around 45 minutes twice 

a week. It consisted of a training using the tread-

mill, model Gait Trainer with the suspension, for 15 

minutes, in a closed environment under controlled 

conditions, and the remaining time was used to per-

form warm-up exercises, placement of equipment 

and monitoring. Heart rate and blood pressure were 

monitored and recorded during all training sessions 

by a portable monitor and an analog tensiometer.

For the control group, the simple task was used 

only with the training on treadmill. For the experi-

mental group, the condition of dual-task was used, 

that is, the participants underwent the training on a 

treadmill in conjunction with a visual cognitive task. 
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Table 1 - Anthropometric, social and clinical variables of 

the study sample

Characteristics Mean

Age 73,17 ± 4.26

BMI 28,57 ± 4,78

Schooling 3,66 ± 1,03

MMSE 22,66 ± 3,72

MHR 146,83 ± 4,26

TMS 2,86 ± 0,88

fi

Occurrence of falls* 1

Fractures 0

Source: Research data.

Notes: BMI = Body mass index, calculated by the formula: kg/(m)²; 

MMSE = Mini-Mental State of Examination; MHR = Maximal 

Heart Hate determined from the formula of Karvonen e Cols 

(1957); TMV = Treadmill Maximum Speed at 75% of MHR; 

* = In the last year.

Table 2 - Fragility Criteria in each volunteer

Pre-frail elderly

Criteria

CG1

fi

CG-2

fi

CG-3

fi

EG-1

fi

EG-2

fi

EG3

fi

Weight loss (kg) 0 0 0 2 0 0

Fatigue (score) 2 2 2 2 2 2

Grip strength (mean) 19 21,6 11* 12,5* 16 * 8,3*

Level of physical activity (%) 78,8* 74,3* 69,6* 86,4 86 79*

Walking speed (mean) 4,7 3,6 4 4,3 4,3 4

Source: Research data.

Note: * = Positive criteria. One or more positive criteria characterize the elderly as a pre-frail.

The fragility criteria adopted to select the sample 

are shown in Table 2. All participants were consid-

ered as pre-frail, even though four of them have ob-

tained positive values for weakness in only one of 

the items adopted. None of them received positive 

score in relation to weight loss, fatigue or gait speed. 

With respect to scores on the BBS, it was found 

0#(0C!6*87-*!$/0*-A*/0$7/C!5$A*!78!0#*!,(-0$9$,(/0%!?*-*!

already above the cutoff point for high risk of falls 

(22). The control group showed an improvement of 

their values in the second assessment, after training, 

The sequence of images used was developed spe-

9$5$9(113!87-!0#$%!-*%*(-9#>!Q0!97/%$%0*2!78!87'-!%0(@*%!

?$0#!$/9-*(%$/@!1*A*1!78!2$85$9'103C!?#$9#!?*-*!(10*--

nated every two days of training.

Statistical Analysis

Given the nature of this study and small sample 

size, the results are presented as absolute frequen-

cies, measures of central tendency and dispersion 

for individual data groups. This is the analysis of de-

mographics, social and clinical participants, as well 

as data concerning the evolution of participants in 

the studied parameters, which are expressed in the 

form of line graphs.

Results 

The anthropometric and social characteristics 

of the sample, as well as their clinical variables, are 

shown in Table 1. The sample had a body mass index 

average of 28.57 ± 4.78. The data on educational at-

tainment of the sample, as well as the Mini-Mental 

Exam, which represented the cognitive level, were 

within acceptable parameters for the study. Only 

one of the elderly reported the occurrence of falls in 

the last year, but has not suffered fractures or been 

submitted to hospitalization or medical treatment. 

During the familiarization on the treadmill at the 

5$-%0!2(3!78!*A(1'(0$7/C!0#*!%(.,1*!#(2!(!.(+$.'.!

heart rate mean in 146.83BPM ± 4.26, with an aver-

age speed of 2.86 km/h ± 0.88. 
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Table 3 - Baropodometric Variables in the Pre-frail and Frail groups

Control Group n = 3 Experimental Group n = 3

Mean Mean

1st Evaluation 2nd Evaluation 3rd Evaluation 1st Evaluation 2nd Evaluation 3rd Evaluation

Limits of Stability - LOS

RT (sec) 1,043 0,737 0,77 1,213 1,357 1,15

MVL (deg/sec) 3,633 3,967 3,567 3,433 2,633 3,49

EPE (%) 58,667 69,667 70 69 61 58,41

MXE (%) 77,333 81,667 85,667 82,667 76,333 76,08

DCL (%) 59,333 57,333 52,667 60,333 59,333 55,41

Modified CTSIB

Firm-EO (deg/sec) 0,16 0,2 0,16 0,16 0,16 1,16

Firm-EC (deg/sec) 0,13 0,36 0,26 0,06 0,1 0,1

Foam-EO (deg/sec) 1,1 1,06 1,03 1,06 1,06 0,83

Foam-EC (deg/sec) 1,73 2,06 2,26 1,76 1,63 1,83

Walk Across - WA

Step Width (cm) 14,4 15,067 15,733 11,7 11,833 10,5

Step Length (cm) 44,2 56,033 54,733 39,3 53,567 57,567

Speed (cm/sec) 56,9 79,9 71,1 54,2 81,3 74,5

Step Symmetry (%) 11,333 9,667 27 5,667 18 12

Source: Research data.

Notes: RT(sec) = reaction time; MVL = movement velocity; EPE = endpoint; MXE = Maximal Excursions; DCL = Directional Control; Firm-

 !"#"$%$&"'($)"')"*"+,-"&.,/*0$1"23,-4 5"#"$%$&"06'&$7"')"*"+,-"&.,/*0$"#"2'*-"4 !8"$%$&"'($)"')"*".)&9*:6$"&.,/*0$1"2'*-4 5"

#"$%$&"06'&$7"')"*".)&9*:6$"&.,/*0$1";'73+$7"5<=>?"#"063)30*6"9$&9"'/"&$)&',%"3)9$,*093')"')":*6*)0$1"=9$("@$)A9B"=%--$9,%"#"

indicating if the step length on one side is longer than step length on the other side. If there is no difference, the score will be zero.

Graphic 1 - Evolution of the BBS scores at 3 moments of the 

research

Source: Research data.

Notes: * = before training; ** = after 8 sessions of training; *** = 

one month after the end of training.

Control

Group

Experimental

group

Berg Balance Scale - BBS

3rd evaluation***

Berg Balance Scale - BBS

2nd evaluation**

Berg Balance Scale - BBS

1st evaluation*

48

49

50

51

52

53

54
54

50

50,7 50,7

52,7 52,7

 !"# $%$&'"('")!'*+,#!-'(.'")!'/% -"'!*+,#+"%($'($!'

month after completion of training. The experimental 

group also improved their values in the second as-

sessment, and kept these values even after a month 

without intervention, as showed in Graphic 1.

Baropodometric variables of the Balance Master® 

are presented in Table 3, separated by groups. After 

training, the control group showed improvement in 

their values on the reaction time, movement speed, 

maximum excursion, balance on unstable surface 

with open eyes, gait speed and step symmetry and 

,!$&")0'1#"'($,2'/%*!'(.'")!3' !3+%$!4'-%3%,+ '4# -

ing the third assessment. The experimental group 

-)(5!4'%36 (*!3!$"'%$'/%*!'(.'")!'*+ %+1,!-7'1+,+$8!'

5%")'!2!-'(6!$'($'+'/% 3'-# .+8!0'1+,+$8!'5%")'!2!-'

open and closed on an unstable surface, step length 

and gait speed. All these data remained similar or 

better during the third assessment.
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under drug control, during the assessment and train-

ing they did not present changes in blood pressure 

levels beyond the safe limit. 

The rate of displacement of the center of grav-

%"2'9:;<=0' !6 !-!$"!4'12'")!'>(4%/%!4':?@AB'"!-"0'

is the relationship between the distance traveled by 

the COG and the oscillations of the individual gener-

ating scores. Lower scores represent improvement 

( '%$8 !+-!'(.'")!'-"+1%,%"2C'?)!'D;@'"!-"'E#+$"%/%!-'

the maximum distance a person can intentionally 

displace their center of gravity in one direction with-

out losing balance, stepping, or reach out for assis-

tance. We interpreted the values as the accuracy of 

the movement toward the target. The variable EPE 

provides a measure of how much the patient has the 

ability to move toward the target. Conversely, the MXE 

tells us how far the patient might actually move its 

COG. Theoretically, the EPE and MXE should be the 

same or very similar. 

The equilibrium considered normal includes 

the ability to remain standing in various situations. 

:)+$&!-'%$'>(4%/%!4':?@AB'*+ %+1,!-'%$'?+1,!'F'-#&-

gest an improvement or maintenance of static bal-

ance, even in situations where visual information 

was unavailable. The variables related to situations 

where the surface is unstable, i.e., the test in which 

feet were on the foam surface showed a trend toward 

improvement or maintenance of the balance after 

training, suggesting that training on a treadmill, espe-

cially the dual-task type, may provide an appropriate 

biomechanical and sensory challenge, improving the 

balance of the elderly. 

Although only one group has presented better val-

ues of LOS in the second assessment, this fact does 

not exclude the existence of a protective effect of this 

training for falls in the elderly, since after training 

these values were close to the ones of the second 

assessment, even in the experimental group. As this 

"!-"'($,2'*! %/%!-'")!'4%-6,+8!3!$"'(.'")!':;<0'5!'

can say that for the elderly, which generally have a 

greater reliance on hip muscles for balance, espe-

cially during movements of the body forward or 

backward (30), the movements using the strategy 

of the hip have been eliminated, providing greater 

credibility to the data. As groups showed improve-

ments in the variables of balance in different tasks, 

($,2'")!' !-#,"-'(.'")%-' !-!+ 8)'8+$$("'8($/% 3'")+"'

these types of training affect one or another kind of 

1+,+$8!0'5)%8)')+-'1!!$'*! %/%!4'12'(")! ' !-!+ 8)!-'

which found that training gait on a treadmill really 

Discussion 

This study aimed to verify the effects of dual and 

simple task training on postural control measures 

of pre-frail elderly living in community, and also the 

existence of these effects one month after completion 

of training. These effects were evaluated separately 

in each group and it was not performed any type of 

correlation or comparison between groups, since the 

small sample did not allow the use of statistical tests 

for comparison. We preferred to use the analysis of 

individual parameters as a means of checking the 

effects of training.

Over the last decade, different forms of postural 

assessment have been conducted in the elderly, in-

8,#4%$&'8)!8G%$&'")!'%$/,#!$8!'(.'8(&$%"%*!'"+-G-'($'

balance (6, 24-26). Some types of preventive train-

ing for falls in the elderly have also been proposed 

to improve the variables related to balance (27, 28). 

This study differential was the fact that it used electric 

treadmill for gait training, instead of conventional 

training on the ground. Moreover, we associate the 

*%-#+,'-"%3#,+"%($0'") (#&)'+'6 (& +3'(.'/%&# !-'+$4'

colors, in order to promote a functional and multi-

tasking training, exciting and brief. 

It is known that the elderly, even the community 

ones, have a high level of inactivity, which generates 

changes in their physical and mental health, and 

even anticipates the occurrence of diseases associ-

ated with senescence. The interest in this research 

occurred exactly by the evidence that the fragility 

itself is potentially reversible (1), the prevention may 

%$4!!4')+*!'%$/,#!$8!4'($'-(3!'+-6!8"-'(.'")!'. +-

gility and if it starts in preclinical stages, the results 

are better. 

The aerobic training programs generally recom-

mend that asymptomatic elderly train with approxi-

mately 60% of maximum heart rate (MHR) predicted 

for age (29), but during the preliminary phase of this 

study we noted that, normally in a resting state, the 

elderly already had his heart frequency in this per-

centage, which forced us to raise up to 75% of MHR 

maximum intensity of training, ensuring the mainte-

nance of the security level for cardio aerobic exercise 

in the elderly (13). 

All participants were able to complete, without 

complications, 100% of practice time on the treadmill 

in all eight sessions. It should be noted that although 

the participants have mentioned, during the initial 

interview, the presence of hypertension condition 
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could see that the results of training on a treadmill in 

a brief term and associated with visual stimulation, 

in laboratory conditions, tend to improve measures 

of postural control in pre-frail elderly women, but 

its effectiveness when carried out with the clinic 

#-#+,'6 +8"%8!'3+2'$("'2!"'1!'8($/% 3!4C'H'-6!8%/%8'

treadmill program to prevention and restoration of 

balance in pre-frail elderly seems to help reducing 

the probability of falls occurrence.

It would be necessary to carry out a similar study 

with a larger number of subjects and a longer time 

to exclude the possibility of a ceiling effect in this 

study, and also to assess the post-treatment long-

term effects to determine the degree of retention 

and learning.
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